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HILL AVENUE ACADEMY 
 

ART AND DESIGN POLICY 
 

INTENT 
At Hill Avenue Academy our Art & Design curriculum is designed to hook, engage, inspire and 
challenge every child’s individual artistic flair in line with age related expectations outlined in the 
National Curriculum guidelines 2014. Our curriculum aims to provide the children with a 
progressive programme of study for art, craft and design, which allows children to: 
 

 
 
Children will be able to build on their own individual experiences using a variety of media and 
tools to develop new skills and become proficient in all areas of art including drawing, painting, 
sculpture and other techniques. Children will be encouraged to develop both their ability to 
respond critically to works of art, and develop their skills and confidence in their own artistic skills. 
Children will understand colour, form, texture, pattern and the use of different materials and 
processes to communicate what they see, feel and think. Children will explore and be exposed to 
ideas and meanings in the work of a variety of artists, crafts people and designers. Our 
curriculum will provide children with the opportunity to explore how art, craft and design has 
shaped our history and contributed to the culture, creativity and wealth of our nation. 
 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Hill Avenue Academy is committed to meeting, and where possible exceeding, the Art and Design 
requirements outlined in the primary National Curriculum 2014. Our curriculum enables teachers 
to use a variety of teaching methods and learning styles within lessons. The curriculum is planned 
and taught taking into consideration the needs of all pupils based on their relative starting points. 
The planning reflects the content and challenge of the curriculum whilst ensuring it is broad, 
balanced, rich and vibrant that provides challenging pathways of achievement for all learners and 
leading to outstanding curriculum provision. Through our teaching the curriculum will be exciting 
and will inspire children to nurture a passion for learning. 
 
ORGANISATION AND PLANNING 
 
We have developed and reviewed the national scheme of guidelines for Art and Design as the 
basis for our curriculum planning. Progression throughout the art curriculum is catered for within 
the scheme of work. Children should be encouraged to achieve their own level and thereby 
increase their confidence and expectations. When planning, teachers should set high 



expectations and provide a variety of exciting and stimulating opportunities for all pupils to 
achieve and build upon key skills such as drawing, painting, weaving, sculpture and printing. 
 
We plan our curriculum in three phases. We agree a long-term plan for each key stage. This 
indicates what topics are to be taught in each term, and to which groups of children. We review 
our long-term plan on an annual basis. With our medium-term plans, we give clear guidance on 
the objectives and teaching strategies that we use when teaching each topic. Using the National 
Curriculum (2014) and taking into consideration the interests and needs of our pupils, our Art and 
Design Subject Leaders have devised our own medium term planning which outline schemes of 
work. Continuity through the key stages will be achieved by following the scheme of work and the 
medium term planning. We use these to set specific learning objectives and differentiated 
success criteria to help develop children’s artistic skillset for each session. These lesson plans 
are highly detailed and enforce short term weekly expectations, which identify the skills children, 
are developing, as well as the resources and learning opportunities children are going to 
undertake in the lesson. 
 

Teaching and Learning 
Children are exposed to high quality teaching and learning throughout their Art and Design 
journey. Each lesson is carefully planned to teach the necessary skills to utilise when planning a 
final piece of work. The art journey begins with teaching children the skills needed for their 
specific unit of learning and introducing an artist or artistic movement. Once skills are taught and 
refined planning and design lessons allow the children to research and produce original pieces of 
artwork, this also allows experimentation and creative skills to be developed. Evaluation is the 
final stage in the journey, this step enables children to reflect on the whole journey they have 
undertaken, recognize their successes and help them to focus on areas that could be developed. 
 
At each stage of their journey, children are exposed to high quality modelling by an art specialist 
using interactive whiteboard and sketchbooks. The use of high quality sketchbooks enables each 
child to work professionally to create a portfolio of their artwork and record their journey by 
creating a bank of ideas and techniques that they can review during the design process. 
 
 
FOUNDATION STAGE AND KEY STAGE 1 

 
During foundation stage and Key Stage 1, Art and Design is about developing children’s creativity 
and imagination through providing stimulating and enriching learning opportunities that relate to 
children’s own identity and experiences, the natural and man-made objects and materials with 
which they are familiar and the locality in which they live. 
Children should be taught: 

 To use a range of materials creatively to design and make a variety of products. 

 To develop their ideas, experiences and imagination through the use of drawing, painting 
and sculpting. 

 To develop a wide range of Art and Design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, 
line, shape, for and space. 

 To investigate the work of artists, craftspeople and designers, describing the similarities 
and differences between different practices and disciplines and making links to their own 
work. 

 
KEY STAGE 2 

 
During Key Stage 2, Art and Design is about developing children’s techniques, including their 
control and their use of materials with creativity, experimentation and imagination through 
providing more complex learning opportunities. Children should develop an increasing awareness 
of different kinds of art, craft and design. 
Children should be taught: 



 To use their visual diaries to record their observations and use them to review and revisit 
ideas. 

 To further improve their mastery of Art and Design techniques including drawing, painting 
and sculpture using a variety of different materials (e.g. pencil, charcoal, paint and clay). 

 To investigate and explore about great artists, architects and designers through history. 

 To increase their critical awareness of the roles and purposes of art in different times and 
cultures by commenting on works and asking questions like: “What is this work about?” 

 
Our Children’s Art and Design Charter: 
 

 To engage and hook children’s imagination and creativity through exciting stimuli.  

 To develop children’s skills through providing them with opportunities to experience 
different media and materials such as painting, drawing, textiles, clay work, printing and 
collage.  

 To develop a knowledge and appreciation of a variety of different artists and crafts people 
throughout the world and to understand how influential many have been.  

 To understand that art is very personal and that feelings and emotions are conveyed 
through art in many different ways.  

 To develop a love for the subject through high quality teaching and learning opportunities.  
 
 

IMPACT 
 

At Hill Avenue Academy, through our rich and broad curriculum we are enabling children to 
explore a range of opportunities in Art and Design, enabling them to gain the knowledge, skills 
and understanding they need for their future. Through a broad and balanced curriculum we allow 
children to develop their key artistic skills, thinking skills and the ability to make connection and 
apply their knowledge and understanding to different aspects of Art and design.  
The curriculum design and planning will lead to outstanding progress for all pupils, regardless of 
their starting points, over time. Planned learning will progressively build on prior knowledge and 
understanding and support children in producing outcomes of the highest quality as they move 
through the school.  
 
RESOURCES 
 
Art resources are stored in the art stockroom (located in PPA room) and the art cupboards/draws 
in the playground corridor. Some basic art materials (card, paper) are kept by each department. 
Specialist equipment will be pre-ordered before each unit commences. 
 
 
REVIEW 
 
This policy will be reviewed annually by the subject leader, members of the SLT, staff and our 
governance body. 


